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In the Groundbreaking Greeks project, your child will learn about different periods of Greek history, exploring the earliest
civilisations, the devastation of the Dark Age and the breakthroughs and developments of the Archaic and Classical periods. They
will understand how the geography of Greece affected the development of city states and explore Athens, learning about the
structure of the government and society. They will get to know some of the most significant Athenians and understand why Greek
art, culture, architecture, philosophy, medicine and mathematics were so significant. Your child will learn about the leadership of
Alexander the Great and discover how ancient Greece became part of the Roman Empire after the Hellenistic period. They will
explore how the Romans respected and developed Greek ideas, making them their own and spreading them throughout the Roman
Empire. To end the project, your child will decide which was the ancient Greeks' greatest idea, and explore how the legacy of
ancient Greece affects their lives today.

Your child will receive a copy of the knowledge organiser below to aid their learning. Please take time to look through this at home with your child.

Your child will be bringing home a ‘Home Learning’ guide and workbook, in which they can record home learning tasks for this topic. Included is a

further reading suggestion list and some suitable child friendly websites, which can be used to deepen their understanding of the topics that they will be

covering in class.

Class teachers will guide your child on activities which will directly support that week’s learning and any homework expectations – there is no

requirement for the children to complete all of the tasks in the pack.

Should you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact the Year Group Team.














